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NEXT MEETING
When:

Tuesday, 27 November, 1979 9 at 8.UO p.m.

Where:

Assembly

Whv:

Guest speaker Hr T.C. Leo» from the Adelaide Botanic Garden, will
speak on PhjytL22hthara pinna
J'
.1 (root rot), a serious disease.

, Il x Goodwood 8oyo High School, Hardy Street, Goodwood.

Also plant display and oommantaryv raffle, trading table, popular
vote.

LAST MEETING ,

.

Attendance 69

The south-west of Western Australia is the home of Calodeniaso with more
species thanany other part of Australia. Some are found nowhere else in
the world; HorbBota'a slides, Roy Hargreaves recorded commentary and
and the carorchids such ac
enthralled
all
who
Were
there.
Potting
petu of yellow
demonstrations by Jim Simmons and Les Naobltt were conducted after the
meeting closed so that those interested could get a close up view and ask
questions. The President announced that $228.52 was raised at the Society
for Growing Australian Plants Show.
Raffle prizes were
beckjarl, and a bottle of liquid nitrophoaka "

NEW MEMBERS,
S
Mrs R. Ball, Gisborne, N.Z.
Mr C. Hair, Gisborne, N " Z~

Mr J.E. Winter, Dam Park
Mr B.R. Mules, Port Pirio
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New Members (contd.)
Mr. G. Lundon, Gisborne, N.Z.
Mrs M. Bothomlen, Gisborne, N.Z.
Mrs B. Ellmooo, Gisborne, N.Z.
Mr A. Mitchell, Klemzig
Miss S.J. Goldfinch, Stirling
MroJ.Jy Ford, Blackwood

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

and Mrs W.H. Becker, Tea Tree Gully
and Mrs D. Jones, Forestville
and Mrs CIA " Kuyperav St. Agnes
B. Felbergo Mylor
L.R. Hurloy t Kmnaington.park
and Mrs P. Van de Riviera, Prospect
-

EIKIS
Have you any keikis / with roots) of Dendrob, etc., which can
be grown on for sale next year? Please bring them to the November meeting
and give them to Jim Simmons.

POPULAR VOTE
Terrestrials
Epiphytes

23.10.72
equal
first
first
equal
second

(D. sulphurea var brevifalia
^- cenaliculatum
Dendrobium
(S. hartmennil

Les Nesbitt
Bob Bates
Audrey Howe
George Nieuwenhoven
George Niauuenhov6n

ORCHIDS FROM SEED
The American Orchid Society Bulletin, Vol. 48v No. 81 August 1979, contains
a paper by M.A. Clements and R.K. Ellyard on "The Symbiotic Germination of
Mark has been working on the relationship
Australian Terrestrial Orchids".
between y ungii and germinating orchid seed for several years and has now
published the results of some of his work. The paper covers methods . a n d
mycorrhizal
-rrhiz
metariaIa used,-and theraauIto obtained with xariouomodia and myoo
fungii as well as acomprohensioe list of references. Anyone seriously
interested in propagating our rarer orchids must not miss this new advance
in the knowledge of Australian terrestrial orchids.

TUBER BANK
Have you any spare tubers for the NOSSA tuber bank? Ns need tubers in the
bank before we can offer them to members. Bring tubers, or a liat of
tubers available to the next meeting.
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PLANTS ON DISPLAY - 23.10.79
Terrestrials
The evening's benching of terrestrials, though impressive in its own way,
showed clearly that the season for terrestrials is on the wane. The genus
Pterostylis was most predominant, with the Rufus group most significant.
Commentary on this section was given by Bob Bates, who opened .by reminding
members that they should keep a close check on any seedpods to ensePle4
seed material is not lost. On the to pi c of the genus Muria, Bob commented
that they are generally difficult to propagate either vegetatively or by
seed under artificial culture, but that the answer to the propagation of
this genus and others may be resolved by use of the technique perfected by
Mark Clements of the Canberra Botanical Gardens - the symbiotic culture of
suitable fungus and seed concurrently in the same flask of culture medium.
He further commented on the hardiness of Diuris su 2ihurea and its potential
desirability as a breeder in hybridising events. This is made difficult in
that D. sulphurea flowers late in the season after most Diuris have finished
flowering. Bob's solution to this problem was to use a trick of Ray Nash's
whereby pollen from earlier flowering species can be stored in 6 match box
in the non-freezer part of the fridge until it can be applied , .. to the open
flowers of D. sulphurea. All plants benched were in flower.
Pterostylis falcata
ex South-Cast
fertilised with liquid fertiliser
which rendered flowers paler than usual.
Pt. cycnocephala.
Pt. mitchellii - ex Arkaroola area.
Pt. hamata - ex Gawler Ranges.'
Pt. biseta - many forms and varieties were seen including an extremely tall
specimen ex Barossa Valley - capable of flowering over an extremely
long period.
Pt. x ingens -- very variable hybrid.
Pt. boormanii.
Pt. rufa alliance
Pt. qibbosa -ex Peebinga - wetter regions.
Thelmitra aristata.
T. lonqifolia -plant in flower on trading table.
Celochilus robertsonii - difficult to grow in pot culture.
C. paludosis x'C. campestriso
Chiloglott s trap ziformis - has already been in flower for three months.
Spiranthes sinensis - several extremely vigorous plants, a- a plant with
extremely variable flowering. period.
Diurispunctata - two very nice specimens were seeno
D. sulphurea varbrevifolia - local and endemic.
D. punch to var b3akneyae.
Caladenia dilatata - two forms on show.
C. leptochila.
Prasophyllum Patens - formerly odoratum.
In all 9 genera comprising
P. patens varpruinosum.
23 species, hybrids or
forms were seen.
rh crotis unifoiia.
Epiphytes
As for the terrestrials, the evening's benching of epiphytes was impressive.
but significantly smaller than previous recent meetings (the absence of one
or two key exhibitors was a significant contribution to the situation).
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Plants on .Display (contd.}
A further reason for the relatively small benching at this time of year
is that most of the species which can be readily grown under Adelaide conditions are past their flowering period. .All the plants benched were in
flower." There were three genera present, represented by 11 species,
hybrids or forms. The commentary was given by Jim Simmons
Den;.
pugioniforme.
"
Dendrobium kingianurrt
Den, bgibbu - apparently an ex-Den. linquiformevar nugen
K-mart special
ingianum xrupDen. Ella V Leaney(k
`GBulbophyllum aurantiacum - with
pianum)- flowers significantly
diminutive` flowers.
larger thankingianum.
small but highly. bracteatum
Den. canaliculatum - a particularly
coloured flowers.
attractive form.
Sercochilus falcatus.
Den. monoph^rl^ um - growing with a
S. hartmannii.
mass of epiphytic ferns.

PRACTICAL PARTICIPATION

Jim Simmons
Conference held

One of the disappointing aspects of the 9th World Orchid
in Bangkok in 1978 was the total absence of any display of Australian
Native Orchids, despite a large participation and involvement of Australians at the Conference.

Earlier this year it was suggested to the ANOS Council that an effort
should be made to ensure that a display of both native terrestrials and
epiphytes are a feature of the 10th World Orchid Conference to be held in
Durban in September, 1981. It was further suggested that the affiliated
Societies and Groups in Western Australia, South Australia and Victoria
could be responsible for terrestrials and New South Wales and Queensland.,
epiphytes. The matter could be co-ordinated by ANOS Council.
Fortunately, the fact that Durban is in the same hemisphere, enjoys a
temperate climate, and the conference is being held in September, are
major factors which are favourable to the project. As it would be rather
impractical tc ship potted terrestrials to Durban, we had suggested sending
tubers in December 1980 for cultivation by host members in South Africa particularly those species which flower in the August-October period.
During his visit to Adelaide in October we discussed the concept of the
scheme with Dr. Michael O'Connor of Pietermaritzburg, who was touring Australia as Publicity Officer for the 10th World Orchid Conference.
Dr. O'Connor was most enthusiastic regarding the project and offered the
full co-operation of his fellow South African members. From his discussion
with NOSSA Committee Members in Adelaide we have arranged a "pilot scheme"
to send a shipment of tubers with detailed cultural instructions to Dr.
O'Connor in December 1979, This is expected to prove the feasibility and
practicability of the scheme. Dr. O'Connor is arranging the necessary
Import Licence and we do not anticipate any problem in meeting the South
African requirements in this respect.
Would any members wishing to contribute tubers and participate, get in
touch with Les Nesbitt, Reg Shooter or the writers
O.T. Simmons, 4 Gothic Avenue, STONYFELL. S.A. 5066.
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THIS MONTH'S COVER

ePeter.Hornsby

[A cover of this month's journal features
probably the sun orchid most readily seen in flhw6r in the Adelaide Hills.
0729
The g ua was named by the Germanexplorer and batenist,
to 1
and his son, also a botanist, b
On that occasion Cook bypassed Australia but
second voyage (1772-1775).
^'~~"..
visited New Zealand, wharathe type specimens for T. IonPololia
Thus ironically our colleagues aetoss the Tasman can Claim to have been the
source of the first Australian type of orchid to be scientifically named!
The Foroteoomere quick workers, thain n Cheraotereo gano#umplontarum/"appearing in about November 1775ya mere four months after , the voyage had
ended "-. `Thusthe g ppropriotedot1ngia 1 7759 not 1776 as is regularly but
erroneously, given.
1940p
C.T. White, writing inbelieved
the "Australian Ordh1dReu1bm n
first true Australian orchid to be scientifically named was
in 1800, but T. longifolie pre-dated it by 25 years!
n
tzaoomon from a combination of the two Greek words TheIya"
(meaning a f
a) and "mitra" (a cap a reference to the way in which
In T.. lonoifolia,
lonoifolia the name Means
the ooI `n is usually hooded).
and Diuris
'a6 in

The name

Difficulties of differentiating between the various species . of Thelymitra
have been with us for some time. Robert Brown (1810) distinguished some
forms of TILlongifolia as
p and Rupp (1943) quoted the follow_of so-called T. Lapqi
"Nicholls and Rupp determined in collections
ing
folia the following species: T. eauciflara, I. aristats, T. media and T.
grandiflora." Their species determinations are obviously not easy.
Three of these are still extant in the Third Edition of Part 1 of "Black's
where
._--_ n , namely
~~T. 10ne i feli a -_`--_~ mentioned, then
jp
(Ppaningfew)g
~
species epithet is a combination of the Latin ~~^-~
r°
and i rloris" (flower) - literally "few-flowers". The other species men tioned 14 the Third Edition iwhere the aristocratic species
name bombs from the Latin "arista" (meaning
o, or the awn or board,
tioular instance waria
iv is a derivative of n arisgrain). In this
)
tatus'/ ^ BAN (1943 considered it was a reference to the hair~t6f0un
the column - a more probable explanation than the examp]a given by Shorn
(1976) as the way in which "a leaf comes toafine hair-like
In
fact, the word "aristatus" is one of Lindloy'a "Latin" words. Where no
Latin word existed that precisely described the characteristips Lindley
wished to portray, he invented "pseudo-Latin" words of his own, formed by
modifying a word which was near to tham~ to which he gave his own "precise"
It is rather like Humpty Dumpty * Whop he slid; 'When I use a
definition.
word, it means just what I choose it to mean." In ' spite of its artifipial
noturav the system works quite well - at least' it is
^ relatively
- unambiguous.
Several Thelymitranpeoieo are named on account of their colourp Including
T. carnea and T. rubra. In the first instance /'oornaa^comea from the Latin
word meaning "of flesh" ^~ in effect "flesh-coloured"; while the latter comes
from the Greek o ruber n , meaning "Blush" (of skin). T. fuscolutea comes from
a combination of Latin words; "fuscus" (meaning dark, swarthy or dusky);
n
u
and n luteuo//. This second word derives from the Latin lutum , meaning a
plant used for dyeing yellow, commonly known as yellow-weed, dyer's weed,
or weld. Hence » lutoua'/ is Lat1njor of, or belonging to, yellow-weed.
Thus T. fuscolutea is "yellow, with dark spotsq or marks". The same word
appears in the first part of T. luteopiliume In this 'instance, ' the latter
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This Month's Cover (contd).
derives from the Latin "cilia" (meaning an eyelash), literally a Thelymitra
with yellow eyelashes'
Fitzgerald understandably felt this somewhat inappropriate, and. sought to have the name changed to T. luteociliata, using
another of Lindley's "words", "ciliatus" (meaning fringed or surrounded with
hairs or bristles). Thus the overall description applies to the yellow hair
tufts on the column - undoubtedly a more apt description than the original.
Unfortunately, the revision was knocked back because it contravened Article
59 of the International Rules.
In 1927 Rogers found an orchid at Golden Grove that was very much like T.
luteocilium, except that T. luteocilium is usually self-pollinating and
rarely opens, whereas this one was adapted for self-pollination. He embodied this difference in the name for the new one, calling it T. chasmogama,
a combination of the Greek words "chasma" (meaning an opening in the earth)
and "game" (meaning marriage).
Thus T. chesmogama rather coyly "opens for
marriage";
Several species are named after the people who found them, often ordinary
people whose sole claim to fame is due to passing on a "new" orchid to someone else capable of having it classified - such was almost certainly the e
case with T. macmil lanii, named after Thomas MacMillan, a gardener of Bielbourne in the 1860S (Sharr, 1978). At the same time, some species are
named because of their resemblance to other plant genera. This is the case
with T. ixioides, where the suffix "oides" is the Greek word for like; thus
"Ixia-like" - Ixia being a genus of mainly South African iridacaous plants
with large showy flowers of various dolours.
Two species gain their names because of veining on the petals and sepals.
These are T. venose, coming from the Latin "venosus" (meaning veined) and
T. Canaliculata, from the Latin "canaliculatus" (like a channel or pipe).
I
n both instances the name reflects the darker blue marking on otherwise
pale blue petals and sepals.
There are also species named on the basis of characteristics of the column.
One of these has already been mentioned, namely T. luteocilium. Another is
T. mucida, coming from the Latin word meaning mouldy. Fitzgerald gave it
this name because of the secretion,found on the column, that resembles.
mould. Finally, there is the cover illustration, T. antennifera, coming
from the Latin words "antenna" (meaning a sailyard, or spar) and "fero"
(to bear) - a reference to the conspicuous lateral appendages on the . column
that gives this species its common name of "Rabbit-ears".
References
p rodomus Florae Norvae Hollendiae etInsulae van Diemen.
Brown, R.
London, 1810.
Rupp, H.N.R.
The Orchids of New South Wales.
National
Sydney
Hervarium, 1943.
Sharr, F.A.
Western Australian Plant Names and Their Meanings.
Perth: UWA Press 1978.

This represents the last of the series on the meaning
of scientific names, based on the species illustrated
on the cover of the journal.
The space left vacant
will be taken over, starting next year, with a series
on the culture of native terrestrials.
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THC'SGAP FLOWER SHOW - 13-14 October 1979

Peter Hornsby

It would be wrong to say
There is no doubt that this was a good display.
it was the best the Society has produced because it was qualitatively dif-

ferent from anything previously seen. For the first time we produced e
totally integrated result, including a plant 'display, sales table and an
illustrated backdrop. The most substantial contribution for the Society
was the sales

table, for

which we are greatly indebted to our inaugural

President, Les Nesbitt, and our current Vice-President, Dim Simmons.
contribution can only be described as magnificent.

Their

As regards the,.: orchids to be seen; if there .:. was a smaller number of 'species
than last year, it was more than made up for by the total number of plants.
We had three epiphytic genera. These included seven Dendrobium species and
one hybrid, D. x delicatum. The latter appeared in two forms, one pale
pink and the other a specimen plant with beautiful big white flowers. The '
centrepiece was ` aD. kin a num with an almost "perfect" pink colour, while
other forms ranged from dark pink to a white variety "silcockii". Then .
there were two species of Sarcochilus, and finally a couple of examples
'
.
Plectorrhiza tridentate.
i

There was a good range of terrestrials with three Caladanias including.
Other genera
some superb C. patersonii, and Chiloglottis Crape form s4

represented by single species. included, Glosodia major and Niicrotis unifp
while Prasophyllums were represented by P. fuscum var occidentals in the
NOSSA display and a pot ofcnot just one, but a pot of!) cut P. elatum in
the SLAP display. There were two Thelymitras (resolutely closed throughout
the occasion); four Diuris, including some really desirable D. punctata,
with elegant long tails, and finally eight species and one hybrid of Pterostylis.
The NOSSA display was rounded off with the donation of a cut specimen of
Dendrobium discolor, with glorious, golden antelope.flowers
Our thanks go.
also to those other members of SLAP whose 0ontributions helped to make the
NOSSA display.. as geed as it was.

Dendrobium b.eckleri
Den. kingianum
Den. kingianum var
silcockii
Den. linguiforme
Den. monophyllum

Den. pu.gioniforme
Den. ruppianum
Dan. tetragonum
Den. x delicatum
Plectorrhiza tridentata
Sarcochilus falcatus

Terrestrials
Caladenia carnea
C. dilatata
C. patersoni
Chiloglottis trapezifermis

Prasophyllum fuscum'
var 'occidentele
Pterostylis'baptistii
P. biseta
P. curta

pee ttt ..
, sulrtte
Glossodia major
Microtis unifolia

pedwiculeSee
". p'lumeta
P. sp. affin. rufa
P. x ingens

S. hartmannii
Cut flowers
Dendrobium discolor.

Thelymitra aristata
1, pauciflora

Cut flowers
Prasophyllum elatum
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CALADENIA RIGIDA

Les Nesbitt

This beautiful white spider orchid is endemic to South Australia, being
found only in the Mount Lofty Ranges. It was named by R.S. Rogers in 1930.
In the latest edition of 'flack's Flord';published in 1978, J.Z. Weber and
R. Bates have combined it with another species so that it is'now known as
Caladenia hueeelii,variety ra.gida. The petals and sepals stand out rigidly
on a mature flower. The three sepals have clubbed ends covered with tiny
red glands. The two petals have pointed ends arid are not clubbed. There . .
are four rows of calli, or large glands, on thelabellum.
The labellum
fringes and calli vary in colour from pure white through to red indifferent
clones. Each plant has a single hairy leaf up to 16 cmslong. The flower
stems are also covered in long hairs.
The plants grog from an underground tuber in autumn, flower in August
Normally
September, and die down in November for the summer dormant period.
only one tuber is formed each year, but occasionally two tubers are produced.
Propagation is by seed. Flowers must be hand-pollenated to produce seed.
Pods mature in about two months and the very fine seed falls to the gropnd.
It remains dormant through summer and autumn and germinates during the pentinual moist conditions of winter. A germinating seed develops into a
protocorm.which produces a tiny leaf in spring. This leaf reaches about
2 ems in length and a minute tuber is formed by the beginning of summer.
Seedlings _take from 4-5 years to flower under my conditions
The plants which were awarded a cultural certificate are in their third growing
season in a 25 cm plastic container. Seventeen plants bloomed this year
bearing a total of 30 flowers. The most robust plant bore three flowers on a
stem 45 ems tall. The pot also contained over 40 seedlings from the previous
two seasons. A new crop of seedlings began to produce leaves at the end of
September.
The pot stands all year on a bench 30 ems high in a shadehouse with a roof of
50% shadeclcth. Watering is usually not necessary in winter. The soil is
kept moist in autumn and spring by watering with tap water: In summer the
soil in the pot is allowed to get very dry but is dampened on tap occasionally during hot dry spells. Soil mix is my standard terrestrial mix of 40%
soil, 40% sand and 20% peatmoss to which is added a small amount of blood
and bone fertiliser at repotting time. A thin layer of chopped pine needles
on top of the soil prevents erosion from rain and provides a good cover fpr
developing seedlings. A double layer of 1 cm gravel in the bottom of the
pot improves drainage.

REGENERATION AFTER PICKING FLOWERS

P.M. Ekers

In reply to Don Voigt's letter in the September Journal I would like to
offer the following thoughts. These comments are from my experience with
Pterostylis, Caladenia and Thelymitra and are limited to the plants in my
backyard.
Over *i last three years, I have been "picking" flowers in an effort to
preserve them in resin. Not wishing to destroy my.plants I have been careful to monitor the growth of the plants picked. I have noted that particularly the Pterostylis do not suffer but in fact produce more vigorous
rosettes, and upon potting discover that the tubers are usually more robust.
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Regeneration After Picking Flowers (contd.)
I would suggest that the picking of my flowers differs in one major respect
to that of Don Voigt's people who pick flowers and cannot find them the
I pick my flowers by cutting them with a pair of good sharp
following year.
scissors or a razorbladev where I imagine that most folk pick theirs by a
quick yank or a sharp twisting motion. This would surely break the stem at
the tuber, thus severing it from its life support system, the rmaattep with
the inevitable result ~ the tuber does not have sufficient reserves to put
up another stem and consequently withers.
I do not pick all my flowers in one season and those I do not pick I pollinate so as to have seed. With some of those I pollinate, when I go looking for the tuber it is not to befqundo suggesting that perhaps producing
seed takes a fatal amount of energy from the tuber. (Do all plants produce
seed each year?) Perhaps, like all things in nature, every tuber has a
limited life span, sometimes related to reproduction quantities. If a
plant produces seed x times perhaps that is its life span. R. Bates (NOSSA
Journal, October 1979) states "Pollinate only 2-3 flowers per pot ac plants
bearing seeds are weakened and may dessicate over uummer^ v ,
As for picking flowers so as to produce bigger flowerev this is something
bulb-growing gardeners have been doing for a long time - but they only do
it to each plant on alternate years. Relating this to orchids I refer to
R. Bates article (NOSSA Jnurnolv October 1979) "A trick which can be used
to produce exceptionally large flowers is to cut the buds off all plants
on alternate years. A very large tuber will result as all food is
channelled below ground."
In several instances after picking a flower I have noted that the stem
remaining takes on the appearance of a plant suffering from some form of
rots Subsequent digging has revealed a-rotting tuber or o withered case,
suggesting that the plant contracted some form of infection which possibly
gained entry or started from the picking of the flowers.
In conclusion I would suggest that the flowers we pick (carefully) do
regenerate barring some form of complication. These observations from
backyard growing may or may not carry over to plants growing under less
favourable conditions in natural situations, only further observations
will tell.

R. Bates

POLLINATION OF ORCHIDS - Part 10
Lep2r2lla fimbriata and its

,

Pollinators

Worker ants of many species can often be seen on the flowers of various
orohida ^ especially CliposIlImpurctatua, however, it is unlikaly these ants
could be acting as pollen vectors.
In 1977 I ant up open based funnel traps over flowers of
ata at Kuitpo in the Adelaide Hills. These traps were not successful.
In March 1979 I was on a "tritted" firebreak near Glencoe in the South[aot ^ While taking a break from the task of capturing Chironimid flies on
and a putative hybrid between them, I
observed several insects darting rapidly from flower to flower in a colony
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Pollination of Orchids - Part 10 { oontd ° )
of Leporella, (They exhibited the same frenetic behaviour I had observed
in a swarm of male red "inch anta « attempting to copulate with a virgin
queen earlier that day.) 2
One insect landed on the closest flower, the labellum tipped back but the
insect was not centrally positioned and momentarily it was trapped. I
quickly captured it and thrust it into a specimen container of alcohol. It
appeared to be aAngad ant. On its head were two pairs of pollinia.
The insect was later identified by Dr. Greenslade of the C.S.I.R.O. as a
male ant of the genus Myrme2ii (urans group). These ants' are mimics of the
common "jumper ant" and are widespread in higher rainfall areas of near
coastal sands in'Sputh Australia. It is probably no coincidence that
Leporella exhibits the same distribution, being most common on Kangaroo
Island and the lower South East where M. urens is most often collected.
It is very likely that Myry§a ants are the usual pollen vectors for Leporella and that only winged male ants are involved, attracted probably by
some "pheromone copy" emitted by the orchid flower. During their nuptuyl
flights virgin queens of Myrma ia are pursued by up to twenty males. Only
l
one of these is likely to copulate with the female. The remainder would
retain their sex drive and would be "ideal" subjects for Pseudo-copulation
with the orchid flower.
Most nuptual flights of MyMgaia ants in South Australia occur in the
autumn on warm days when the atmospheric pressure is falling. Such days
seem to be the most suitable for observing insect pollen vectors at work.
Footnotes:
1

As ants are excellent burrowers it is obvious why the open
based funnel traps were unsuccessful.

2

These inch ants are not of the genus Mlym p oia. They would
be too large to pollinate Leporella but it has occurred to
me that they may be pollen vectors for Dipodium.

FIELD TRIP
YUNDI SWAMP
Sunday " 16 December. 1979
This is a special trip to see ( hopefully)
ely tra
venosa in bloom. Since it only opens in the morning,
the meeting place is at the Yundi Road turnoff, from
the new &illing g_Mount Compass Road, (about 4 km south
of the top of Willunga Hill) at 9.00 a.m.
At this stage, the visit is only scheduled as a morning
one, but once in the area, enthusiasm may take over -~
in which case, take some lunch.

